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Co1gressio1al Coalitio1 01 Adoptio1 S.1.U e 
l1stit1te ~01ors SIDE employees ·,ouu1~ ·. 
9-16-14 subject was transported to Ander-
MERIDITH MCKENNA 
Atestle Reporter 
Two full-time employees at SIUE have been nom-
inated and selected as "Angels in Adoption" by the Con-
gressional Coalition on Adoption Institute. 
Facilities Management building mechanic Jesse 
Langston and his wife, Shrylene Langston, assistant di-
rector of University Services to East St. Louis, were se-
lected because of their years of fostering 22 different 
children through the Illinois Department of Children 
and Family Services and adoption of two baby boys. 
The ceremony for the recognition took place in 
Washington, D.C., on Sept. 16 and 17, at the Ronald 
Reagan Building and International Trade Center. Ac-
cording to angelsinadoption.org, the CCAI recognizes 
individuals, couples and organizations that have made 
huge contributions for children in need of families. 
"We decided to start fostering because it was some-
thing we were passionate about. It is such a rewarding 
process," Shrylene said. 
The Langstons received their license to foster chil-
dren in 2009. In most cases, children would stay in their 
household anywhere from a weekend to several months 
depending on the specific situation, according to Shry-
lene. 
Congressman Bill Enyart, who had heard their 
story secondhand through Shrylene's coworker, nomi-
nated the couple. The Langstons were completely un-
aware of the nomination until they received a phone call 
regarding the application. 
"We were in absolute shock," Shrylene said. ''We 
actually thought it was a joke at first because we had no 
idea who would have nominated us." 
In May 2012, Shrylene received a phone call re-
garding a nine-week-old baby, Alexander, who had been 
taken from Alton Memorial Hospital to Children's Hos-
pital in St. Louis. Officer Michael Morrison of the Alton 
Police Department responded to a dispatch regarding a 
domestic abuse case. He then convinced the baby's 
mother to take him to the hospital for red marks on his 
neck. Shrylene agreed to pick up the baby after he was 
released from the hospital. 
''We fell in love with Alex immediately. It was just 
meant to be. He became available for adoption in Oc-
tober 2012 after his biological parents surrendered their 
right for him," Shrylene said. 
Alex's biological parents became pregnant again, 
and on April 6, 2014, the mother gave birth to another 
baby boy, Parker. The parents surrendered the rights to 
him, and DCFS workers and the Langstons agreed to 
do what was in the best interest of the boys. The 
Langstons went to Alton Memorial Hospital to retrieve 
Parker on April 8, 2014. Their request to adopt both of 
the boys became finalized on May 27, 2014. Both adop-
tions are closed adoptions, meaning the biological par-
ents have no contact with the children. 
Junior special education major Cara Mackin of 
Belleville works closely with children and has seen cases 
where children need extra care and attention. 
"It's remarkable what [the Langstons] are doing," 
Mackin said. "I see so many kids suffer with their home 
life and I wish they could be taken somewhere where 
they were treated the way they deserve to be treated." 
As many people recognize the Langstons for all 
they have done for children, the Langstons appreciate 
what others do to make it possible for them to help oth-
ers. 
''We give specials thanks to Officer Michael Morri-
son, who responded to the dispatch concerning domes-
tic abuse. Without him, we wouldn't have been able to 
give Alex or Parker a home," Shrylene said. ''Without 
support from our departments at the college, we would-
n't be able to provide for children or do what we need 
to do at all, so we thank them as well." 
The Langstons were unable to attend the ceremony 
to share their story because travel costs were not in-
cluded, and they agreed the money would be better 
spent on their family, Shrylene said. The Langstons still 
stay in contact with most of the children they have fos-
tered or helped. 
"It is always difficult to let kids go, but it is so re-
warding to know that we have helped so many children 
and families, so we will continue to do what we can for 
them," Shrylene said. 
Meridith McKenna can be reached at 
mmckenna@alesNelive.com or 650-3525. 
Former SIUC student threatened 
to blow up dorms, kill students 
LIAM FORD 
Chicago Tribune/MCT 
A Chicago man sent a series of letters claiming he 
was going to bomb buildings at Southern Illinois Uni-
versity at Carbondale, shoot staff and rape, kill and de-
capitate students if he didn't receive $50 million, 
according to federal court documents. 
Derrick Dawon Burns, 21, a former student at 
SIUC, has been charged with making bomb threats and 
mailing threatening communications in the letters, 
which were dated between September 2012 and Octo-
ber 2013. Burns, who is alleged to have written letters 
including one claiming to be a "Terrorist for alqaeda," 
is being held pending a detention hearing Wednesday 
in Chicago, according to court documents and a release 
fro_m the U.S. attorney for the Southern District ofllli-
001S. 
Burns was caught after he made anonymous calls 
to the FBI and SIU police this summer claiming he had 
spoken to someone named "Big Russ" in a Carbondale 
bar who said he had raped and killed people, according 
to an affidavit from an FBI agent filed with the charges. 
TI1e phone number used to make the calls was listed in 
SIU records as a number for Burns, according to the af-
fidavit. 
Burns' fingerprints were found on four of eight 
threatening letters tied to him that were directed to SIU, 
several of t;hem containing variations on the phrase ''War 
on SIU," according to the affidavit. 
The first letter, found at a Carbondale postal facility 
on Sept. 18, 2012, threatened to blow -up three tower 
buildings on campus and rape and decapitate female stu-
dents. 
"Give me $50 million or SIU is history," the letter 
threatened, according to the affidavit. 
Another letter found a few days later threatening 
to blow up the Brush Tower dormitories on campus 
prompted an evacuation of about 2,100 snidents from 
the buildings on Sept. 20, 2012, but none of the threat-
ened bombs were found. After the evacuation, investi-
gators gave a redacted copy of the letter to news media 
that didn't contain any specific threats, according to the 
affidavit. 
In the six subsequent lei;.rers, the writer threatened 
to kill students, threatened again to 6omb the tower 
dorms and claimed to have buried bodies in nearby 
woods and dumped bodies in a lake, according to the 
affidavit. The last letter was found about Oct. 1, 2013. 
In one Burns signed himself"Terrorist of America." 
On July 2, 2013, a tip was c-alled the SIU police 
department and the FBI, making claims about "Big 
Russ." During their investigation, FBI agents spoke to 
Burns on the same phone number used to make the 
calls, according to the affidavit. 
In late August 2013, FBI agents interviewed Burns 
in Chicago and he gave a third account of his dealings 
with "Big Russ." Agents confronted him about their 
suspicions that he was involved in writing the letters, 
but he denied any hand in them, according to the affi-
davit. But the agents served him with a subpoena, forc-
ing him to give his fingerprints. 
On Sept. 24, FBI agents in Chicago were inforn1ed 
that four of the letters had a fingerprint or fingerprints 
matching Burns' on them, and the next day, charges 
against Burns were filed under seal. They were unsealed 
Wednesday. 
Each of the eight federal d1arges against Burns car-
ries a maxin1um penalty of 10 years imprisonment and 
a $250,000 fine, according to the release. 
News can be reached at news@alestlelive.com or 
650-3525. 
During a routine traffic stop, 
Robert J. Cange was arrested for al-
lowing a minor to become intoxi-
cated. His passenger, Dallas C. 
Brown, was arrested for unlawful 
consumption of alcohol by a minor. 
They were both rransported to the 
SIUE Police Department where 
they were processed. Cange's vehi-
cle was towed by Brown's Towing. 
Cange also received a citation for 
expired registration. Both parties 
were released with a notice to ap-
pear. 
An officer met with a resident assis-
tant at the Cougar Village Com-
mons building who reported a 
resident had indicated she had a 
weapon in her apartment. The offi-
cer made contact with the resident 
after class in Peck Hall. 'The resident 
was escorted to her apartment at 
427 Cougar Village and allowed a 
consent search to be conducted No 
weapon was found and the resident 
was escorted back to Peck Hall. 
Officers responded to a domestic 
disturbance and contacted a 
woman and her boyfriend Both 
subjects stated they had gotten into 
a verbal argument and no physical 
violence was involved. The fen1ale 
retrieved her belongings from her 
boyfriend's aparonent and left the 
area. 
An officer Stopped a vehicle for 
speeding 43 mph in a 25 mph 
speed zone on North UniverSity 
Drive north of P3. The officer ar-
rested James M. Giles for posses-
sion of cannabis and also issued 
Giles a citation for speeding. Giles 
was transported to the SIDE Police 
Deparnnent where he was 
processed. Giles posted $150 bond 
and was released. 
9-1 7-]4 
A resident assistant for 505 Cougar 
Village reported a male and a fe-
male Standing between a car and a 
truck in the parking lot smoking 
marijuana. There was no odor and 
no evidence of marijuana. 
9-18-14 
Officers responded to 518 Cougar 
Village referring to an odor of 
cannabis and a loud noise com-
plaint. Officers arrested Eric M. 
Hank and Kevin J. Pryor for pos-
session of cannabis. Tyler M. 
Cosme was arrested for possession 
of cannabis and possession of drug 
paraphernalia. All three were trans-
ported to the SIDE Police Depart-
ment where they were processed 
and released with notices to appear. 
9-19-14 
Officers responded to Lot E for a 
report of flares being shot off. After 
arrival on the scene, and officer re-
quested EMS for a male subject dis-
playing symptoms of excited 
delirium. The subject was on the 
ground in between Lot E and the 
Engineering Building. An EMS 
was dispatched and the Ed-
wardsville Police Department sent 
out additional units to assist. The 
son Hospital, and the case is under 
investigation. 
9-21-14 
A female caller reported a male sub-
ject passed out and not responding 
on the running trail in the wooden 
area beyond the cabin on Stadium 
Drive. She stated another male 
yelled from the woods for her to 
leave him alone-that he was 
drunk. Edwardsville EMS was dis-
patched and an officer said the 
passed out subject was gone on his 
arrival However, the officer located 
a makeshift shelter with several 
other subjects. One of the occu-
pants was an illegal alien. The ap-
propriate federal agencies were 
notified of the situation. Contact 
was later made with the subject of 
the initial ambulance call, who 
stated he had walked out of the 
woods and got a ride home. 
9-23-14 
An officer responded to the report 
of suspicious activity at the Tract 
House 168. The officer followed 
the suspicious vehicle and contacted 
the two occupants at Enclave 
Apartment complex. Pedro L. Gar-
cia and Joshua T Ashford were ar-
rested for possession of cannabis. 
Both subjects were transported to 
the SIUE Police Department where 
they were processed and rdeased 
with notices to appear. 
9-24-14 
An officer responded to an area 
around the Robert Wadlow statue 
in Alton regarding a report of a 
white male, middle 30s, wearing a 
green and white striped polo and 
green shorts, possibly having a ma-
chete in his backpack. The officer 
said the subject was just pas ·ing 
through campus. The officer told 
the subject that he was not allowed 
on campus with a machete and es-
corted him off campus. 
9-27-14 
While checking Prairie Hall lot, an 
officer noticed a vehicle illegally 
parked. The officer contacted four 
people as they returned to the vehi-
cle. Tyler J. Hozian was arrested for 
possession of cannabis and posses-
sion of drug paraphernalia. Kristen 
K. Cochran was arrested for posses-
sion of paraphernalia. Both were 
transported to the SIUE Police De-
partment where they were released 
on notices to appear. 
9-30-14 
Officers responded to a report of al-
cohol consumption at the Prairie 
Hall vollevball court. Officers ar-
rested Nicholas C. Hotze for illegal 
possession of alcohol by a minor. 
Grant L. Re..xilius was arrested for 
illegal possession of alcohol by a 
minor, resisting arrest and obstruc-
tion. Both subjects were taken to 
the SIUE Police Department where 
they were processed. Hotze was re-
leased with a notice to appear. Rex-
ilius paid a $150 bond and was 
released. 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Graduate degrees 
Yun-Che Chiu .. .......................... MA Jack C. Harms ...... ... .. ... ......... .... . MS Catherine E. Dye .... ... ..... ........ MSW Stephen D. Mitchell ................ MSW 
Jennifer A. Connolly ..... ....... ... .. . MA Mina Jafari ..... ... .... .... .. ... ........ .. .. . MS Ashley N. Franklin ... ..... .. ..... ... MSW Kristina L. Morgan .. ....... .... ... . MSW 
Stephyn P. Phillips .. ......... .. .. ... .... MA Binita Maharjan ..... .... ... .. ... ... ...... MS Jessica P. Gain ... .. ........ .. .. ... ... .. MSW Jarod A. Payne .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .... ... MSW 
Olayerni Jenje ... .. ... ... ... ..... .. ...... .. MA Inoka K. Pathiraja ... .... ..... ........... MS Britni E. Gladu .... ..... .. ............. MSW Aiesha N. Pettis ...... ..... ......... ... MSW 
Jason B. McKinney ....... .... ... .. .... MA Sabina Ranjit ..... .. ....... ................ MS Joycie R. Gonzalez-Meyer ....... MSW Nicole A. Phipps .... ................. MSW 
Patricia M. Barney .... .. .... .. .... .. .. MPA Uma Sarnhita Bahunoothula ... ... . MS Kristen M. Grindstaff ........ ...... MSW Mollie R. Reaney ...... .. .. ... ....... MSW 
Sarah M. Breen ... .. .. ... .. ... ... ... ... . MPA Julian Barr .... ..... .. ..... .. .... .. ... ....... MS Abbi R. Groth .. ........... .. ..... ..... MSW Seth I. Ruschmeyer ... ..... .... ..... MSW 
Nina M. Conrad ... .. .. .... ... .. ..... .. MPA Adam H. Drake .. ....... .. ............... MS Kay L. Hagelberg ............... .. ... MSW Charles A. Smerz ... .. ....... .... .. ... MSW 
Revira S. Davis ..................... ... . MPA Kanchan Karki ... .......... ........ .. ..... MS Brieanne Huette ...................... MSW Dominique Smith .. ... .... ..... ..... MSW 
Caitlin G. Dentamaro ..... .... ...... MPA Chelsie C. McWhorter ... ...... .... ... MS Lara R. Jennings .. ...... .... .. .. ... .. MSW Ashley C. Stewart ................ .... MSW 
Jasmine C. Johnson ...... .. ... ...... . MPA Gregory J. Soliday ... ... ... ... .... ...... MS Lindsey M. Jensen .... ... ... ..... .... MSW James S. Sweeney ... .. .... ........... MSW 
Travis E. Newberry .... ........ ...... . MPA Benjamin C. Bishop .... ................ MS Holly M. Kish ......... .. .... ..... .. .. . MSW Haylee M. Tarrillion ..... ... .... ... . MSW 
Patrice Readoux .... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... MPA Kenneth J. Bratton ...................... MS Courtney R. Kombrink .. ......... MSW Camilla D. Warning ... .... .. ...... . MSW 
Patrick Sears .. ........ ... ..... .... ..... .. MPA David Wylie .......... ..... .. .. .. ........... MS Neil J. Lipe ..................... ........ MSW Bonita M. Washington ...... ... ... MSW 
Carrie S. Srnith .... ..................... MPA Megan M. Schrnitt ...................... MS. Ang~la K. Marvin .................... MSW Adrianna J. Webb-Hudson .. .. .. MSW 
Jamay L. Michaeb ...... ................. MS Stephanie A. Smetana ... ... .......... . MS Sonya N. Masterson ................ MSW Jennifer L. Wernsman .............. MSW 
Wafaa S. Al-Zuhairi .................... MS Lindsay M. Arnold ...... ............ MSW Kylie N. McCarver .................. MSW Amanda L. Field ... .... ... ........... MSW 
Rima Bindu Cherukuri ...... .... .... . MS Rosjean M. Custer. ... ... ..... .. ..... MSW Jaclyn D. McClure .... ... ...... ...... MSW 
Mortaza Derakhshani Molayousefi.MS Sara C. Downey ... ... .... .. .. ... ..... MSW Krista M. McDonald .... ........... MSW 
Undergraduate degrees 
Jacob M. Province .. .. ..... ........ . BA Tia M. Spiller .. .. .. .... .. ...... ........ BA Amber M. Lane ...... ....... .. ... .. BLS Danielle J. Zachman ................. BS 
Kelsey R . Rohde ... ....... .... .. ..... BA Ian C. Kelley. ................ ... ..... .. BA Jolene D. Hedger .. ...... ........ .... BS Brandy S. Hildebrand .... .. ..... ... BS 
Amanda K. Deardeuff ...... ... .... BA Brittney M . Leech ....... ...... ...... BA Jon L. Bloomberg ....... .... ..... .. . BS Kyle R . Burgess .. .... ... .............. BS 
Aldo D . Flores Castro ... ... . BA, BA Eric Dalton~aylor .. .......... ........ BA Ashley L. Cain. : .......... ..... ... ... . BS Dylan L. Clark ......... ... ............ BS 
Tyran D . Bowman ............... .... BA Kayleigh Ayers ... ....... ........... ... BA Ethan M. Duewer ........... ..... .... BS Jenna C. D aniels .... ... .... .... ... .. .. BS 
Kimberly S. Kye .... ... ..... ..... .... . BA Shawn M. Campbell ... .... .... ... .. BA Sean M . Ehrhardt .. ....... ... .... .... BS Robert J. Fernandez .... ..... ... ..... BS 
Robin Bauer ..... ... ................... BA Kevin P. Decker .. ...... ....... ... ..... BA Nadia R. Ghahkenshah .. .......... BS Reed T Happold .. ... .. .. ............ BS 
Heather E. Beck ...................... BA Megan R. Halasey. .... ...... ..... ... . BA Justin M. Jenkel.. .............. .. ... .. BS David B. Hill .......... ... ...... ........ BS 
Megan A. Brege ....................... BA Giavonna D. Heath .. ............... BA Adnan S. Khan ..... ... .. ... ....... .... BS John M. Jablonski .................... BS 
Timothy W Brusveen .............. BA John M. Layton ............ ........... BA Kellie Kwiecien .. ........ ............. BS Kara A. Kniser ......................... BS 
Rebecca A. Falterman .............. BA Alex M. McFarland .................. BA Jessica Loethen ........................ BS Dylan S. Koke ....... .................. BS 
Taylor Fehrenz ......................... BA Kristina R. Souser .................... BA Gregory D. Long ..................... BS Dale R. Korte .......................... BS 
Ahlam Jaber ................. .... ....... BA Tiffany N. Fry. ........................ BA Alison J. Luehmann ....... .......... BS Matthew H. Korte .......... ......... BS 
JoyD. Johnson ....................... BA ValerieN. Sieth ....................... BA MichaelA. Nourie .................... BS KimberlyE. Lutman ................ BS 
Devin J. Kane ......................... BA Gerald L. Driemeier ......... .... .... BA Brennan N. Richter ................. BS Hanna N. Parks ....... ......... ........ BS 
Megan E. Lading ..................... BA Cassandra R. Bosom worth ... ... BA Abbey R. Robb ....................... BS Andrew M. Pisel.. .................... BS 
Kim N. Lee.: .......................... BA Hannah K. Friedenbach ..... ..... BA GregoryT Schurwan ............... BS Thomas A. Rapp ..................... BS 
Gerald D. Munie ..................... BA Christine E. Wuertz ............... BFA Karree M. Smiddy. .... ............... BS Cara L. Scribner ...................... BS 
Chelsea A. Szabo .............. ..... . BA . Maura E. Byrne ...... ..... ... ....... BLS Douglas M. Timm .. .... .. ........... BS Laken Settles ...... ... ........... .... ... BS 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Joshua S. Shelton ..................... BS 
Ethan A. Steury. ....................... BS 
Shanyce N. Stovall ................... BS 
Jacob W Streicher .................... BS 
Mateusz Szczesny. .................... BS 
John L. Thornsbrough ............. BS 
Kyle L. To berm an .................... BS 
Jacob Wheeler ......................... BS 
Taylor R. Sill. .......................... BS 
Dennison M. Collard ............... BS 
Tyler Sloan .............................. BS 
Nichol M. Allen ...................... BS 
Justin J. Claus ......................... BS 
Joshua E. Flowers ................... BS 
Andrew Martin ........................ BS 
Kristopher W Piechoinski ........ BS 
Sean R. Severson ..................... BS 
Andrew M. Snyder ................... BS 
Dian Bagent.. .......................... BS 
Kevin L. Corpuz .... .... .............. BS 
Alexis B. Cortes ....................... BS 
Eric S. Daniels .......................... BS 
Olivia A. Hopson .................... BS 
Joshua B. Laurion .................... BS 
Neil C. Luke ............................ BS 
Tyler J. Sonka .......................... BS 
Eric N. Sykes ........................... BS 
Timothy F. Ashe ...................... BS 
Brian K. Abney. ....................... BS 
Blake R. Johnson ..................... BS 
Patrick R. McPhail. .................. BS 
Douglas Stewart.. .................... BS 
Kiara M. Allison ...................... BS 
Amy L. Barboza ....................... BS 
Krys tan A. Cannon .................. BS 
Jordyn S. Conerty. ................... BS 
Destiny J. Green ....................... BS 
Travis C. Schaller ..................... BS 
Edward R. Sjursen ................... BS 
Sarah A. Wheeler ..................... BS 
Amber L. Wilson ..................... BS 
Victoria L. Aupont.. ................. BS 
Adam J. Brown ....................... BS 
Kathleen P. Bublitz ................... BS 
Ashley M. Howard .................. BS 
Kasey B. Klokkenga ................. BS 
Teagan E. Smith ...................... BS 
Rachel A. Suits .................. ...... BS 
Ciara N. Turner .......... ... ....... .... BS 
Eboni M. White ...................... BS 
Kyara I. Wright.. ...................... BS 
Haley N. Mirabelli ................... BS 
Nathaniel J. Carlson ............. BSW 
Naorni C. Denton ................ BSW 
Jordan L. Esch ..................... BSW 
Kristi L. Hofferber.. ............. BSW 
Neal P. Marshbank ............... BSW 
Carly A. Strasen ................... BSW 
: 
I 
I 
I -I 
I School of Business 
Graduate degrees 
Kiara 0. Akpore ................. MBA 
Wael M. Alroumi ................ MBA 
Russell A. Blaine ....... · .......... MBA 
Constance M. Buck ............. MBA 
Luther N. Cameron ............ MBA 
Sean C. Collins ................... MBA 
Michael A. Fosburgh .......... MBA 
Ian M. Heimback. .............. MBA 
Tiffany Higgins .................. MBA · 
Anni Huang ....................... MBA 
Karis A. Kording ................ MBA 
Lavasha Kottwitz ................ MBA 
Jordan T. Kuhlengel. ........... MBA 
Trevor R. Pettus .................. MBA 
Brett M. Sauerwein ............. MBA 
Scott S. Schlaefer ................ MBA 
Rodney L. Schreckenberg ... MBA 
Jodie L. Wilken ................... MBA 
Ryan L. Wilson ................... MBA 
Abby J. Davidson .............. MMR 
Saeed J anani ...................... MMR 
Kristofer M. Klette ... ....... .. MMR 
Natalia A. Terhardt ............ MMR 
. Christopher A. Clayton .......... MS 
Rini Cliacko NLN ................. MS 
Adejoke F. Adel eke ... .. ............ MS 
Zhanna Korneva .................... MS 
Christopher Kwon ................. MS 
Tyler J. Miller ......................... MS 
Ryan J. Price .......................... MS 
Mary K. Dant ..................... MSA 
Jeremy T. Pattillo ................. MSA 
Hilary L. Powles ................. MSA 
Thomas E. Scott ................. MSA 
Paige E. Wassell ................... MSA 
Megan S. Weygandt.. .......... MSA 
Undergraduate degrees 
Nicole E. Antkowiak ............... BS Justin A. Riley. ........................ BS Christina M. Menossi .............. BS Douglas W. Matthews .......... BSA 
Dionne A. Brierton ................. BS Amy B. Ritchey. ...................... BS Matthew A. Miller ................... BS Jessica A. McAvoy. ............... BSA 
Frankie N. Colston .............. ... BS Robert W. Schlegel.. ............... BS Daniel A. Rogers .................... BS Grant A. McClintock ............ BSA 
Bryan V Frost.. ....................... BS Kayla S. Struck ....................... BS Joel M. Smay. ......................... BS Kiva R. Muskopf.. ................ BSA 
Robert M. Grae be ................... BS Grace M. Utley. ...................... BS Chase R. Van Opdorp ............. BS William B. Roa-Schmitt ....... BSA 
Katelynn E. Harger ................. BS Justin C. Vernier ..................... BS Taylor J. Warnke ..................... BS Kristin R. Schmidt.. ............. BSA 
Kaitlyn M. Jurovic .................. BS Jessica L. Wegener ................... BS Branden J. Wiseman ............... BS Megan E. Shreffler ................ BSA 
Brianna M. Kinder .................. BS Daniel J. Cluphf ...................... BS Eric E. Black ........................ BSA Ryan C. Tite ......................... BSA 
Ryan K. Mueller ...................... BS Sean C. Tran ........................... BS Jennifer L. Casseday. ............ BSA Chelsea A. Weber ................. BSA 
Tiffany J . Pikul. ....................... BS Nicole M. Cassiday. ................. BS Brian S. Curlett .................... BSA Stephen D. Wilkerson .......... BSA 
Angelo S. Purino ........... ......... BS Michael D. Chapman .............. BS John H. Gause ..................... BSA 
Sara-Jane R. Ransick ............... BS Troy N. Chiefari ..................... BS Lisa E. Howell ..................... BSA 
Colin W Riley. ........................ BS David J. Kling ........................ BS Angela D. Jordan ................. BSA 
. . 
School of Education 
Graduate degrees 
Pamela M. Leonard-Kukorola .. EDD Robert J. Waggoner .... ...... ........ EDS Danielle Kot ............... ................ MS Nora C. O'Leary ......................... MS 
Jonathan E. Boente ................... EDS Andrew C. Williams .................. EDS Christine M. Leopold ................. MS Kaylin L. Woelfel. .................. MSED 
Gregory A. Frerking .... .............. EDS Casey P. Nixon .......................... '.MA Taylor M. Meyers ......... ........ ....... MS James W Hesse ..................... MSED 
Madonna A. Harris ......... '. ......... EDS Maheshbai K. Batia ..................... MS Aida R. Moussalli ....................... MS Amanda J. Woodrow ............. MSED 
Kimberly N. Jackson ................. EDS Kurt A. Beronilla ........................ MS Timothy L. Rhodes .................... MS Sarah L. Konecek .................. MSED 
Ryan J. Ketchum ....................... EDS Brandon M. Cox ......................... MS Jessica L. Rothe .......................... MS Thomas E. Oller .................... MSED 
Travis R. Klein .......................... EDS Cole J. Devries ............................ MS Emily A. Schneider ..................... MS Carla J. Schwehr .................... MSED 
Edmund A. Langen .................. EDS Jennifer M. Dienberg .................. MS Kyle J. Timmons ......................... MS Christopher J. VanderBunt .... MSED 
Kimberly L. Logan-Enriquez .... EDS Shelby L. Huls ............................ MS Adam Valencia ............................ MS Katie L. Munden ................... MSED 
Lalaine C. Pellman .................... EDS DeMario L. Johnson ................... MS Kelsey M. Wagahoff .................... MS 
Angela I. Scott .......................... EDS Jennifer A. Kates ......................... MS Katie M. Wombacher .................. MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Natalie A. Williams ..................... BA Alyssa Constantinides .................. BS Kiana Y. Senior ............................ BS Kristin A. Hudlin ........................ BS 
Lavonne A. Dew .......................... BS Robert J. Furman ......................... BS Andrew E. Swanson .................... BS Meagan C. Kasper ....................... BS 
.Meagan Frantz ............................. BS Nick M. Kenney .......................... BS Joshua C. Anderson ..................... BS Casey Koertge .............................. BS 
Elizabeth M. Go like ..................... BS Christopher I. Lindsey ................. BS Raven V Bowers .......................... BS Lakendra D. Moffett .................... BS 
Constance D. Young .................... BS Jacob L. Lindsey .......................... BS Brian K. Brown ........................... BS Taryn A. Moore ........................... BS 
Mackenzie E. Biegler ................... BS Christine Morr ........ .... ... ...... .. ...... BS Hilary D. Conrad ........................ BS Sarah E. Musser ........................... BS 
Tyler L. Boudreau ........................ BS Anita A. Njiwah ........................... BS Kelly R. Gholson .. .. ..................... BS Ashlyn J. Overton ........................ ~S 
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School of Education 
Folashade Saliu .. .. .. .. .. .... ... ... ........ BS Michael D. Brodsky ......... ............ BS Brittany A. Jones ... .... .... .. ... .. ... .. .. BS Kayla C. Riggs .. ...... .. .... ... ...... ... .. . BS 
Brittany N. Sarhage ..................... BS Patsy L. Feliciano .... ..... .... ... .... ..... BS Anthony L. Maier ........................ BS Michelle L. Stark ........... ....... ....... BS 
Jonathan G. Woodward ......... ...... BS Carissa N. Fowler ... ........ ....... ... ... BS Neal P. Marshbank ............ .. ...... ... BS Kimberly M. Taylor ...... ............... BS 
Tahjae E. Ash ..... .......................... BS Jessica R. Haar .............. .. ............ BS Kirby L. Morton ..... .. .... .... ... ..... .. . BS Nikelle Turner ..... ... .. .. .. ... ...... ... ... . BS 
James T. Beil .... ... ... .. .. ... ..... ..... ..... BS Justin L. Hall .. .. .. .... ... .... ...... .. .. .. .. BS Karson N. Myers .. .. ... .. ...... .... ... ... BS Ninotchka S. Warren ................... BS 
Jahlil N. Beymuhamrned .............. BS Ashley N. Ingram .......... .. ...... .... .. BS Donna K. Reedy .. ... .. ... .... .... ... .. .. . BS Phillip S. Watson ... .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... BS 
Jessica C. Briguglio ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ..... . BS Patrick J. James ...... ....... .. .. ..... ...... BS Emily J. Rendleman ................... .. BS Catherine R. Kot ........... ........ ...... BS 
School of Engineering 
Graduate degrees 
John D. Matta ...................... ...... MS Jordan A. Lane ..................... ...... MS Avinash Nelluri .. ..... ........ .... ........ MS Seyyed Hamid R. Safarpour .. .... . MS 
Sarita C. Viswanadham ............... MS Jonathan D. Denning ..... .... ...... .. MS Santhosh Kumar Pendem ... ... .... .. MS Mahdi Ghareh Baygloo .. .... ......... MS 
Baba Mani Kanta Yamrnani ... .... .. MS Samuel K. Dunham ..... .. ..... ..... ... MS Sundara Sarma Ravinutula .......... MS Raheleh Mohammad Rahimi .... .. MS 
Damien A. Di Vittorio ... .... .. ... .. . MS Prathyusha Sai Komati Reddy ... .. MS Nishanth Reddy Vadakala .. ..... .. .. MS Donald R. Owens .. .. .. .... .... ... ...... MS 
Sree Kalyani Lakkaraju ..... .... ...... . MS Namitha Reddy Nagula ..... ........ . MS Nikhila Vaddepally .......... ...... ..... . MS Yuhui Qu ..... ............... .... .... ..... ... MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Daniel R. Smart ...................... .... BS Joshua A. McAdams .................... BS Cagdas Yoneyler .......... ............ .... BS Glenn Howard ............................ BS 
Lacey E. Albers ........................... BS Bibek R. Pandey ... ... .... .... .. .. .... .... BS Ugur Okan Yucelkan .. .... ............. BS Joshua D. Koehn ......................... BS 
Kermit B. Christmann ................. BS Megan Veit ...................... .. .......... BS Mark A. Peradotti ........................ BS 
Bryce E. Fickas ............................ BS Donald W Nicholas ..................... BS Kevin A. Riley ............................. BS 
School of Pharmacy 
Graduate degrees 
Amanda K. Crane .............. PHRMD Daniel T. Quinn ................. PHRMD Lindsay R. Schmees ........... PHRMD 
School of Nursing 
Graduate degrees 
Yvonne J. Barnes ... .... ... ........... .. .... DNP Melisa L. Bay ..... ..... ......................... MS Kelly A. Martin .............................. .. PM 
Ada Malone ...................................... BS 
,, 
Undergraduate degrees 
Dawn E. Walsner .............................. BS 
t1 _  IJJ:::.. ::_~:::1.J,-------
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•11 picture Is worth a thousand words• 
Student brings his world of photography to campus 
Photos.. courtesy of 
Keenan Adams 
I 
, Participants tnclt.JQf;): 
Micah Jones 
r Margaret Eby 
: Ahlarn Jaber 
~Greg Woods 
!~Steven Skinner 
/ Kyle Shive 
• 
~Xandi Vixen 'Khaos'l 
: Michdelo . Gregory' <' 
t ... . ., 
w Blake Gilmore " i 
Professor Pince Welfs 
Photos included -
from the following 
projects: 
Humans of SIUE 
Glasses 
·Friends and 
Strangers 
Ct)icago Street 
• Photography 
CAITLIN GROVE 
Alestle Lifestyles Editor 
From the time Keenan 
Adams was 7, he had already 
developed a passion for pho-
tography. Even at this young 
age, he loved capturing mo-
ments in people's lives. 
Adams, a senior political 
science major of Decatur, has 
been a professional photogra-
pher for five years, but has been 
interested in the art form since 
childhood . 
"When I was that age, I 
had a little digital camera that 
could only hold 25 photos; I 
would always have that around. 
I would take it to school and 
would take pictures at 
lunchtime," Adams said. "If it 
was a nice day, I would go to 
the park and just shoot. As I 
got older, I always had a digital 
camera. I've always been inter-
ested in just capturing photos." 
Adams has developed many 
projects during his time as a 
photographer. Recently, he has 
begun a project titled "Humans 
of SIUE," inspired by the 
award-winning photo blog 
"Humans of New York." 
Adams said the man who 
photographs and curates "Hu-
mans of New York" goes 
around New York City photo-
graphing and interviewing peo-
ple who stand out to him. 
While Adams' project is similar, 
there are a few distinctions be-
tween the two. 
"I'm intercepting people on 
_their way to class; they don't 
have three to five minutes to 
talk to me, so I just get their 
name, where they're from and 
their major," Adams said. "I 
wanted to show the diversity 
and culture of the campus; the 
different styles. I've had maybe 
130 interactions up to today 
and only two people have re-
jected, and it was because they 
didn't feel presentable that day. 
I didn't expect it to turn into 
what it is now; I was going to 
get 15 or 20 people, but then I 
became i'nore comfortable with 
people and I just kept shoot-
ing." 
Adams said "Humans of 
SIUE" illustrates not to judge a 
book by its cover. He captures 
not only students, but also pro-
fessors and anyone else on cam-
pus . 
"Not only are you showing 
a geneql represc:;ntation of the 
school, but also what people 
from different majors look 
like," Adams said. "For in-
stance, if you hear physics 
major, you're going to think 
nerdy; but, I _have shot a couple 
of girls who were physics ma-
jors, and you would have never 
known. I've shot a guy who was 
covered in tattoos, and you 
would think art [major] or 
something like that, but he was 
a nursing major." 
Senior english major 
Ahlam Jaber, of Granite City, 
said she was standing outside of 
Peck Hall when Adams ap-
proached her, told her he liked 
her outfit and asked her to be a 
part of his "Humans of SIUE" 
project. 
"I'm a pretty social human 
being, so these types of encoun-
ters don't throw me off whatso-
ever; it was flattering," Jaber 
said. "I think it's a fantastic 
idea; people shouldn't be as ap-
prehensive when people ap-
proach them. I was thinking as 
I was walking away, 'Why 
would I refuse this?' We have 
this strange thing in our society 
where we want to be limited, 
shut off and alone to a certain 
degree. I like that he's willing 
to break those boundaries." 
Adams has many projects 
outside of SIUE as well. In fact, 
Adams said "Humans of SIUE" 
is his only project focused 
within the campus. 
Adams said one of his fa-
vorite projects is titled 
"Chicago Street Art." Adams 
said he would travel to Chicago 
and spend hours doing nothing 
but walking through the streets 
taking photographs. 
"Sometimes I'd take a 
same-day round trip, so I 
would arrive at [Chicago) 
Union Station at 10 a.m. and 
get the last train leaving 
Chicago at 7 p.m. I would just 
spend that whole time walking 
through the streets and shoot-
ing," Adams said. "Sometimes 
I would spend a few days and 
stay in a hostel downtown so I 
could really zone in and focus, 
not rush." 
Adams said when he's on 
the streets of Chicago, he fo-
cuses on people who stand out 
to him. 
"I look for someone with 
an interesting hat, or item of 
clothing or accessory; just 
someone who looks like some-
one you would want to talk to, 
and I take their photo," Adams 
said. "I'll have certain focus 
days; I'll focus on people with 
glasses, hats, curly hair, people 
who are really tall or short. 
That way your mind weeds out 
the chaos of the streets of 
Chicago. The reason I shoot in 
Chicago is it's really busy, really 
diverse. I can blend in and look 
like a tourist; I'm comfortable." 
Adams said most of his 
photos for this project are can-
did, however sometimes he will 
find one person who stands out 
enough for a posed photo. 
"Most people are flattered 
and I don't get rejected that 
much," Adams said. "Espe, ially 
when you explain what at-
tracted you to that person, even 
on campus. I don't just shoot 
random people, there's always 
something that stands out; 
maybe their smile, their hair or 
they way they are dressed." 
While Adams loves finding 
photography subjects on the 
busy streets of Chicago, there is 
another project titled "Glasses" 
that Adams said is his favorite. 
"I've never worn glasses, so 
maybe that's why I'm attracted 
to them," Adams said. "I like 
how glasses now aren't shame-
ful to wear. I know back in the 
late '90s all you saw on TV 
were commercials for contacts. 
But now, glasses have evolved 
into a style and it's not the stan-
dard one style. I'm really at-
tracted to glasses that are really 
big, non-traditional glasses . A 
few shots that I've got are the 
'Harry Potter' circular glasses; I 
love those." 
Adams said his project 
"Friends and Strangers" aims to 
show the essence of life and 
gives him the opportunity to 
remember some of the people 
he has met. 
"If we have an event that 
we all go to, I'll bring my cam-
era," Adams said. "If we're just 
Thursday, October 2, 2014 
hanging out at a bar, I love just 
capturing the happiness and the 
time we are having because it's 
nice to have that to look back at 
and say, 'Man, that was a good 
night.'" 
Adams said for the future, 
his plans do not include photog-
raphy, but he will always have it 
in his back pocket. 
"Currently, I do shoot pro-
fessionally, meaning that I do 
get paid part time; mostly just 
engagement photos, senior pho-
tos or family photos," Adams 
said. "I don't plan on doing 
photography full time because 
it's kind of a gamble-you never 
know when the economy is 
going tank, and people won't 
pay $300 for senior photos. And 
there could be a time where I'm 
just not getting work." 
Adams said one of the main 
reasons he has these unpaid pho-
tography projects is so he can 
keep his mind and photography 
skills sharp. 
"The more you shoot, the 
better you get at it," Adams 
said. "If I only shot whenever I 
got paid, I wouldn't do it as 
much and I wouldn't be learning 
and improving my skill. I like to 
shoot a lot so that I make mis-
takes; so I don' t make those 
same mistakes when I'm on a 
paid session. That motivates me 
to do a lot of self-projects." 
Adams said one of his fa-
vorite things is to see how oth-
ers react to his photographs and 
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how it impacts them. 
"One guy said he got a feel-
ing of happiness just from see-
ing the expres.sions of all the 
people in the photos," Adams 
said. "I never say smile because 
when I say smile, you're giving 
a forced smile. I'm normally 
good at opening people up; if I 
talk to you for a minute, it only 
takes another minute for me to 
make you laugh. That's why you 
see a little giggle in all the pho-
tos. I would consider myself a 
good sense of humor; that 
makes me more comfortable 
getting people to open up and 
show their personality." 
Junior psychology major 
Kyle Shive, of Holiday Shores, 
said he was out in the Stratton 
entertainment 
Campus Life 
EDWARDSVILLE 
View from t~e J 
LIKETHE 
ALESTLE 
ales tie live 
www.facebook.com/ Alestlelive 
Quadrangle chalking for Psy-
chology Club when Adams ap-
proached him for Humans of 
SIUE. 
"I really enjoyed it; it's a 
great idea to hear from all walks 
of life around the campus. I like 
that he's giving people the op-
portunity to stick out," Shive 
said. "This is the Midwest, and I 
think there's a tendency to fall 
into the bracket of thinking 
there isn't a lot of culture or 
variation of ideas around here . 
It's cool for him to be walking 
around and actually finding 
these people. The way he ap-
proached me felt very profes-
sional and artistic." 
Adams said when it comes 
to his photography, having 
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memories to look back on is im-
portant to him. 
"I notice a lot of things, just 
from my artistic point of view, 
and I like to show other people 
those kinds of things," Adams 
said. "You've heard the saying, 
'A picture is worth a thousand 
words;' I can explain something 
to you but you actually seeing 
what I saw instead of me just 
telling you why I thought it was 
interesting-it kind of puts you 
in my shoes." 
Caitlin Grove can be reached at 
cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3525. 
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Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven O Pl N IO N 
days a week. Polls, message boards and 
more at www.alestfelive.com. 
Questions or comments regarding this 
section? Contact Opinion Editor at 
650-3527 or opinion@alestlelive.com. 
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OF 2014 
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the court 
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opinion@alestlelive.com. 
CHAOS ENSUE HEN THE LINES FOR PUMPKIN SPICE LATTES AND THE IPHONE6 BECOME ENTAN<oLED. 
NO INJURIES REPORTED, BUT WITNESSES DESCRIBED THE SCENE AS "TOTES CRAY-CRAY." 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Form your own educated vote for the upcoming elections 
Another election is almost here. The 
season of this man and that woman trying 
to get your vote has been going on, 
seemingly non-stop, for months, but it is 
finally wrapping up. 
Scott Miner 
Student 
Many of you may not feel that your vote 
counts, that voting isn't really something 
that you need to do, or that you just don't 
have the time. Some of you may not even be 
registered to vote. It has long been thought 
that the decision not to cast a ballot could 
be seen as some form of civil disobedience, 
containing some semblance of patriotism by 
standing up to one's government, refusing 
to choose what may simply be a lesser-of-
two-evils. 
I urge those of you that feel this way, 
however, to reconsider. 
Most of you that are attending this 
university plan to either get a job that you 
like or get a better job than what you have 
now, as soon as you finally get your 
diploma. Some of you may want to go to 
law school, medical school, or some other 
professional program. 
The decisions that are made in this 
election, and in subsequent elections, will 
decide if you will be able to achieve all of 
those goals as well as you possibly can. 
Decisions about taxes, the economy, 
education policy, foreign policy and other 
areas of the domestic and international 
world will affect how well you are able to 
find employment, provide for your family 
and contribute to society. 
I'm not here to tell you who to vote for. 
I'm not here to endorse a candidate or 
candidates. I'm here to simply call on you to 
do' what so many people either can't or 
won't do: Cast a ballot. 
Those of us voting in Illinois can choose 
from Republicans, Democrats, Libertarians 
and other independent candidates, 
depending on where you are registered to 
vote and for which races you are allowed to 
cast a ballot in. 
Research the candidates. Don't just vote 
how your parents or friends vote. Don't just 
vote for a Democrat because you think that 
they will provide greater access to financial 
aid and social programs. Don't just vote for 
a Republican because you think that they 
will lower your taxes or cut back on 
regulations. Don't just vote for a third party 
or independent candidate because you are 
fed up with the two-party system. 
Ask questions and ponder what you 
want in a representative, in a governor and 
in a judge. These decisions that are made on 
Nov. 4 have lasting impacts, for years to 
come. Make your own choice and cast a 
vote. 
Era the stigma behind online dating 
Precautionary methods necessary when meeting an online date 
For the fast year, I have become an 
aficionado o online dating, and when I 
mention to my parents that I'll 
be going out with 
someone I've met from 
lhiMIH OkCupid or PlentyOfFish, 
they cringe. 
Hailey Huffines 
Alestle 
Editor-in-Chief 
Now when I bring this same 
conversation to the table of my college 
friends, they ask me what app I'm using, 
where they can find it and how successful it 
is. It's no mystery that a large portion of 
college students use online dating apps or 
websites to find someone to date or even to 
find a hookup. 
College students these days are more 
reluctant to go out and meet someone when 
they have the convenience of a dating app 
on their smartphone. That's not saying 
meeting someone the "old-fashioned way" 
is wrong, but we are people who are 
constantly connected to our iPhones or 
computers. Online dating is a convenient 
way to meet people without going to a bar 
every night. 
· These days, if you look under the apps 
available in the App Store or even browse 
the Internet, the variety of different dating 
sites has widened. Now there are dating 
apps directed toward different ethnicities, 
religions and gender identifications, and 
new dating apps are still being created. 
There are so many different kinds of 
people on these sites, some very strange and 
some very legitimate, but it's your 
responsibility to extensively research the 
person you're speaking to. Whether or not 
you think the person is real, find them on 
social media and scope them out until you 
feel you are communicating with 1. A real 
person, and 2. Someone who you would feel 
comfortable around. 
Again, if you're like me online dating is 
not a bad way to approach the dating scene. 
I spend long hours working and going to 
school, and it's an inconvenience for me to 
spend my Thursday and Friday nights going 
out and looking for my next potential date. 
It doesn't mean you're lazy if you decide 
to use a dating app to find someone, but 
know that if the next step is going to be 
taken and you are to meet someone, use 
whatever devices you have to find out who 
this person is. This lesson still counts for any 
dating situation you find yourself in, 
whether you meet the person online, 
through a friend or in person. So if you 
want to avoid being catfished or talking to 
a certified creep, take the required steps to 
make sure you feel safe and comfortable 
dating someone. 
Hailey Huffines can be reached at 
hhuffines@alestlelive.com. 
Do you think voting by party is a good way to determine candidates 
or do you believe in voting by the facts? 
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com. 
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Men's Soccer 
Missouri State 
Loyola 
SIUE 
Bradley 
Drake 
Cen. Arkansas 
Evansville 
O V ERALL 
4-2-2 
4-3 
1-6-2 
3-5 
2-5-2 
2-5 
2-6-1 
Schedule for Oct. 4 
Cen. Arkansas at Evansville 
Bradley at SIUE 
Drake at Missouri State 
N. Illinois at Loyola 
Schedule for Oct. 11 
Loyola at Drake 
Evansville at Bradley 
SIUE at Cen. Arka nsas 
Schedule for Oct. 15 
Loyola at Wisconsin 
Cen. Arkansas at SMU 
Kentucky at Evansville 
Schedule for Oct. 18 
Missouri State at Loyola 
Dra ke at SIUE 
Cen. Arkansas at Bradley 
Schedule for Oct. 21 
Lipscomb at Cen. Arkansas 
Evansville at Louisville 
UIC at Loyola 
W. Illinois at Drake 
Schedule for Oct. 22 
SIUE at N. Illinois 
Schedule for Oct. 25 
Evansville at Drake 
Bradley at Missouri State 
Loyola at Cen. Arkansas 
Women's Soccer 
Murray State 
Morehead St . 
SE Missouri 
SIUE 
Jax. State 
Austin Peay 
Belmont 
E. Kentucky 
UT Martin 
Tenn . Tec h 
E. Illinois 
OVERALL 
6-5 
6-2-4 
4-3 
4-4-1 
6-5 
2-7 
3-3-4 
2-8-1 
7-4 
2-8 
2-8-1 
Schedule for Oct.3 
Belmont at E. Illinois 
Tenn. Tech at E. Kentucky 
Jax. State at Morehead St. 
UT Martin at SE Missouri 
Murray State at SIUE 
Schedule for Oct. 5 
Jax. Sta te at E. Kentucky 
Tenn. Tech a t Morehea d St. 
UT Martin at SIUE 
MVC 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
0-1 
0-0 
0-1 
0-1 
ovc 
2-0 
1-0-1 
1-0 
1-0 
1-1 
1-1 
0-0-2 
0-1-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0-2 
Austin Peay at E. Illinois 
Murray State at SE Missouri 
Schedule for Oct. 10 
Morehead St. at Murray State 
E. Illinois at Tenn. Tech 
SIUE at Belmont 
Austin Peay at SE Missouri 
E. Kentucky at UT Martin 
Schedule for Oct. 12 
E. Illinois at Jax. State 
Morehead St. at UT Martin 
E. Kentucky at Murray State 
SE Missouri at Belmont 
Austin Peay at SIUE 
Schedule for Oct. 12 
Belmont at Tenn. Tech 
SIUE at Morehead St. 
E. Kentucky at SE Missouri 
Jax. State at Austin Peay 
Murray State at E. Illinois 
SPORTS 
www.alestlellve.com 
Questions or comments regarding this 
section? Contact the Sports Editor at 
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com 
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Senior forward Michelle Auer gets ready to cross the ball against Eastem Illinois Unlverstty on Sunday, Sept. 28. This season, Auer has been on a tear this 
scoring a team-high four goals, Including a three-game scoring streak that extended Into the victory. I Nicola Batista / Alestle 
Offense breaks out as women's soccer scores three 
BEN LEVIN 
Alestle Sports Editor 
Senior forward Michelle 
Auer's third goal in three games 
and a late goal from sophomore 
forward Kayla Delgado sealed a 
3-1 victory against Eastern 
Illinois University on Sunday, 
Sept. 28, for the women's soccer 
team. 
EIU (1-9-1 ) was the first 
Ohio Valley Conference 
opponent the Cougars have 
faced this season. Head Coach 
Derek Burton said starting the 
conference season with a 
dominating performance was a 
good sign for his young team. 
"It's a great feeling to be 
able to start with a win," Burton 
said. "We haven' t been able to 
do that for the last couple of 
years, so it's nice to have a 
positive start and be 1-0 and be 
in a good spot moving fo rward 
to next week." 
All SIUE (4-4- 1) forwa rds 
contributed to the commanding 
victory, outshooting the 
Panthers 22-5. The team had 
double-digit shot totals in both 
halves. 
Burton said the team has 
talked all season about all the 
players competing at its highest 
standard, and it showed in the 
victory. 
"We had a handful of 
players that were able to step in 
and do some things, whether it 
was get points or just do the 
things we ask in terms of our 
coaching staff giving 
instructions before they went on 
the field," Burton said. "A lot of 
girls went out and did what they 
were asked, and it shows in the 
result." 
The Cougars' goals came in 
critical minutes of the game, 
with two goals coming within 
the first five minutes of each 
half, and the last coming with 
less than 10 minutes remaining. 
In the second minute, 
freshman forward Emily Grahl 
sprinted down the right side of 
the field and sent a low cross 
inside the 6-yard box to 
freshman forward Mariah 
Vollmer. Vollmer had trouble 
controlling the cross, but got 
the top of the visitors' net. 
Sophomore midfielder 
Alexandra Johnson and 
freshman forward Ashlyn Walter 
were given assists on the play. 
Scoring outbursts from 
everywhere 
Sunday's victory marked the 
second time this season that the 
team had scored more than one 
goal in a game. The Cougars, 
.. .it's always great to start 
with a win and we hope to 
build on that with two home 
games _next weekend. 
Derek Burton 
SIUE Women 's Soccer Head Coach 
her knee on the ball and chipped 
the ball over the EIU goalkeeper 
for the 1-0 lead. The goal was 
Vollmer's first of her SIUE 
career, and it was Grahl's second 
assist. 
Starting the second half in 
the same fashion as the first half, 
Auer chipped the opposi ng 
goalkeeper with a close shot off 
an assist from Grahl, her third of 
the year. Auer's goal was her 
fo urth on the season, setting a 
new career-high. 
With the game well in hand, 
Delgado sealed the victory with 
another high shot that troubled 
the EIU keeper. Delgado hit a 
shot near the top of the 18-yard 
box, which the Panthers' 
goalkeeper deflected, but could 
not keep out of the goal, as it 
bounced over the goal line into 
who have not been shutou t this 
season, average 1.3 goals per 
game. Three goals in a single 
game is a high for the team, 
with its 2-1 victory against the 
University of Ill inois-Chicago 
on Friday, Aug. 22, being the 
other game where the team 
scored more than once. 
Vollmer and Walter's points 
mark the seventh time a 
freshman has scored a point in a 
game for the Cougars this 
season. With two points added 
on Sunday, Grahl leads all 
freshmen with five points, 
giving her a tie for the second-
most points on the team with 
junior midfielder Cassidy 
Sherman. 
With a goal in the game, 
Auer leads all SIUE scorers with 
10 points off a team-high four 
goals and two assists. 
Trouble on the break 
The Panthers' lone goal of 
the game came in the 19th 
minute of play on a breakaway 
with SIUE junior goalkeeper 
Jennifer Pelley. The EIU forward 
ran past all SIUE defenders and 
bested Pelley to tie the game 1-
1. 
Pelley saved the tie minutes 
later when an opposing player 
fought her way past the 
Cougars' defense and went one-
on-one with the SIUE 
goalkeeper. Pelley came off her 
line and made a d iving save, 
covering the ball to stop the 
EIU offensive. 
Upcoming games 
The Cougars continue a 
three-game homestand next 
weekend at 7 p.m. , Friday, Oct. 
3, when they play Murray State 
University at Ralph Korte 
Stadium. Burton said the team 
looks to have more players back 
from injury at the start of the 
weekend. 
"The first two-game 
weekend is always a lot tougher 
in terms of playing Friday and 
Sunday, but we will have at least 
a couple of players back and 
healthy by next weekend to .idd 
to our depth a little bit," Burton 
said. "Like I sa id, it's always 
great to start with a win and we 
hope to build on that with two 
home games next weekend." 
SIUE will continue play at 
1 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 5, when 
the team plays UT M artin at 
Korte Stadium. 
Ben Levin can be reached at 
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
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Men's soccer wins first game 
BEN LEVIN 
A/est/e Sports Editor 
After going winless in the 
preconference portion of its 
schedule, the men's soccer team 
won its first game of the season, 
defeating Evansville University 
2-0 to start the Missouri Valley 
Conference play with a victory. 
Co-Head Coach David 
Korn said he was pleased with 
how the team opened up the 
Missouri Valley Conference 
schedule. 
"To start the conference 
season and travel to a good 
opponent like Evansville and 
cc me away with three points on 
the road was definitely 
important for us. I think that 
sets a good precedent for us as 
we move into conference play," 
Korn said. "It helps us build 
some momentum as we come 
back to play this week at home 
for our next conference 
opponent against Bradley." 
Putting together a 
dominating performance, the 
Cougars scored two goals, one 
in each half, for the first time 
this season. The team outshot 
Evansville 15-8 in the effort. 
Korn said while the offense had 
a nice night, the defense was key 
to the SIUE victory. 
"Defensively, we were much 
more solid. I thought our back 
four did a good job of 
organizing the group," Korn 
said. "I think we defended 
restarts fairly well on the night, 
and another thing that we were 
good at on the evening was 
generating chances. We got balls 
in dangerous areas and put 
ourselves in good positions to 
score and create a penalty kick 
and get the second goal in the 
second half." 
In the defensive third, SIUE 
held Evansville to two shots on 
goal, and was able to fight off an 
attack that included four back-
to-back corner kicks for the 
opposition. Korn said the team 
worked together to get through 
the tough portions of the game. 
"I think there was a group 
mentality," Korn said. "We had 
not only our backs doing a good 
job defensively organizing the 
group and understanding their 
roles and what we needed from 
their line, but also, I think our 
midfielders and our forwards 
were concerned number one 
with the defensive side of the 
ball and number two when we 
won it; how we took care of the 
ball to create chances." 
The Cougars took the lead 
in the 33rd minute off a penalty 
kick, won by senior forward 
Christian Volesky. Redshirt 
junior forward Garet 
Christianson put away the 
penalty for his first goal of the 
season. 
The game remained tied 
until the 73rd minute, when 
senior defender Matt Polster put 
a shot past the Evansville 
goalkeeper after the ball had 
bounced out to Polster off a 
corner kick. It was Polster's 
second goal of the season and 
the third consecutive game he 
has scored a point. 
Korn said he expects Polster 
to step up for the team every 
time he steps on the field. 
"[Polster] has been a good 
leader for us, especially now, 
when we have gotten into 
conference play," Korn said. 
"He's someone who I think 
brings a good mentality to 
training, in terms of the level of 
play and in terms of 
understanding how to push 
himself, which sets a good 
example for his teammates. In 
the game, he's done a better job 
of helping to control the 
emotion of the team and really 
be a positive voice." 
Senior goalkeeper Kent 
Kobernus had two saves in the 
clean sheet, the fourth of his 
SIUE career. 
The Cougars return home 
to play Bradley at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 4, in the 
Homecoming game. Korn said 
the team is prepared for a battle, 
but believes with the right 
discipline, it will win the game. 
"We know Bradley is a good 
attacking team. They've scored a 
lot of goals this season," Korn 
said . "We're going to have to be 
sharp defensively as a group. I 
think we have to be able to 
control the tempo of the game, 
from a style standpoint, that 
suits the way we want to play. 
That'll be a big part in getting a 
good result on Saturday." 
Tailgating starts at 5 p.m. 
before the game and will include 
a live disc jockey and the 13th 
annual Chili Cook-Off put on by 
Campus Recreation. For more 
information, visit 
siue.edu/homecoming. 
Senior defender Matt Polster prepares for a header In a game during the 
Ben Levin can be reached at 2013 season. Polster Is currentty on a three-game point streak, with his latest 
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. points coming In a victory against Evansville University. \ Alestle file photo 
Cougar Briefs: Roy Griak Invitational proves to be a challenge for cross country team 
BEN LEVIN 
Alest/e Sports Editor 
Competing against more than 30 teams, including 
several ranked opponents on both sides, the men's and 
women's cross country teams struggled to find success at 
the Roy Griak Invitational in Falcon Heights, Minn. on 
Saturday, Sept. 27. 
The men's team finished in 30th place out of 31 
teams in its division. Junior Scott Woodard led the way 
for the Cougars, finishing with a time of 26 minutes, 51 
seconds, making him the 132nd finisher in the 
competition. 
Narrowly finishing behind Woodard, sophomore 
Keith Meyer finished 142nd with his time of 26:58.8. 
Junior Clint Kliem was the next finisher for the team, 
running the race in 27:03.1 for 151st place. Senior Luke 
Padesky and junior Nick Moore finished the race with 
times of27:57 and 28:12, respectively. 
The women's team finished in 32nd place out of 32 
teams and was led by junior Conradette King, finishing 
c: SP f FACEBOOK COM/ r-1 TWITTER COM/ 
- ORTCLIPS.COM SPORTCLJPSHAIRCUTS \.!r.l SPORTCLIPS 
270th with her time of 24:49. Freshman Jess Clarke 
finished the race behind King, with a time of 25: 09, and 
was followed by junior Kirby Hale (24: 19), freshman 
Haley Miller (25:23) and sophomore Erin Kennedy 
(26:07). 
It was the women's first six-kilometer race of the 
season. 
The teams return home at 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 4, 
to compete in the John Flamer Invitational. 
Another no-hitter highlights softball preseason 
After seeing sophomore pitcher Alexis Kohrs throw 
a no-hitter against St. Louis Community College on Sept. 
20, junior pitcher Hayley Chambers tossed her own no-
hitter against Parkland College on Saturday, Sept. 27. 
In the second game of the day, Chambers went five 
innings, narrowly missing a perfect game, allowing the 
only base runner in the game to walk in the first inning. 
She struck out 10 on the way to an 8-0 victory. 
Freshman infielder Haley Adrian led the SIUE 
offensively, going 2,for-2 with two runs batted in. 
In the first game of the day, the Cougars defeated 
Jefferson Community College 5-1, with Kohrs getting the 
victory. She went six innings, giving up one run off three 
hits. 
Chambers was the offensive power for the team, 
going 2-for-4 with two RBIs. 
The team improved to 4-0 in the preseason. The team 
continues its fall season at 2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 4, in St. 
Louis, MO. 
Baseball goes 3-0 In fall season 
The baseball team ended its fall season with a 6-1 
victory against McKendree University on Friday, Sept. 26. 
The offense was led by freshman outfielder Dustin 
Woodcock and sophomore outfielder Austin Verschoore. 
Both players went l-for-3, with two RBIs. 
Senior Ryan Daniels and redshirt freshman Brendan 
Miller pitched one inning each, striking out a combined 
five batters. 
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. Volleyball loses two despite record being broken 
CAITLIN GROVE 
Alestle Lifestyles Editor 
The volleyball team opened 
conference play this past weekend 
and fell short in both games, 
finishing the weekend 0-2, leaving 
it with a record of 8-9 and 0-2 in 
the Ohio Valley Conference. 
On Friday, the Cougars lost 
the battle to Jacksonville State 
University 25-21, 21-25, 20-25, 
26-24, 13-15. 
Junior middle blocker Kristen 
Torre finished the night with 29 
kills on 54 attacks; the most in 
school history since becoming a 
Division 1 program. Freshman 
outside hitter Ashley Witt followed 
with 15 kills. 
Head Coach Leah Johnson 
said Torre is only on the court for 
three rotations, so for her to have 
BRIEFS I from pg. 1 0 
The team will continue to 
practice in the fall, but have no 
games left in its season. 
Men's, women's golf comes 
back with top-20 finishers 
The men's and women's golf 
teams finished in sixth and eighth 
place, respectively, at the South 
Dakota Coyote Classic on 
Tuesday, Sept. 30, with both 
teams having strong 
performances from individuals. 
On the men's side, redshirt 
junior Colin McCarty shot 224 
for the tournament, good enough 
for fourth place. In his third 
round, McCarty hit a season-best 
73 to help secure his score, which 
finished one stroke off the leader. 
Junior Parker Lawrence had 
a successful day for the Cougars, 
coming in sixth place with a score 
of 225. Junior Dalton 
29 kills is exceptional. 
"I was very proud of her; I 
thought our setter did a good job 
of giving her the ball when she was 
on the court," Johnson said. "Ifwe 
could balance that and compliment 
it with some other players 
producing points for us, we could 
show we are a really good volleyball 
team." 
Senior libero Chelsea 
Colclasure powered out 26 digs in 
the match, tailed by sophomore 
setter Mallory Mangun with 20. 
Johnson said Friday's match 
was unsatisfying on many levels 
because the team did not perform 
up to expectations. 
''I hate losing. I feel like we are 
a good team and we did not 
produce in areas that we needed 
to," Johnson said. 'We had an 
excellent performance by Kristen 
Torre, who we relied on, but you 
Charboneau, freshman Brady 
Dixon, senior Mitchell Homb 
and senior Taylor White finished 
outside the top-20. 
For the women, junior 
Allison Gorman moved from 
30th place to 17th in her final 
round, shooting 77 in the round 
and 244 in the tournament. 
Senior Ashton Stair, junior 
Molly Marcum, freshman 
Madison Frerking and senior 
Ravyn Rodgers all finished 
outside the top 20. 
The men are back in action at 
8 a.m. Monday, Oct. 6, at the 
University of Cincinnati Bearcat 
Invitational in Hebron, Ky. 
The women compete next at 
8 a.m. Monday, Oct. 20, at the 
Dayton Fall Invitational in 
Kettering, Ohio. 
Ben Levin can be reached at 
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
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can't win a match on the back of 
one person. I thought we needed 
execution from other areas of the 
court and we didn't get it, especially 
in set five; we played a bit soft and 
we will have to get better at that." 
On Saturday, the team fell 
short in yet another five set match 
to Tennessee Technological 
University 27-25, 14-25, 18-25, 
25-23, 12-15. 
Johnson said while the team 
fought hard, there were 
improvements to be made across 
the board. 
"I was pleased we were able to 
push both matches to five [sets]; 
we won set one of both games," 
Johnson said. "In terms of being 
prepared, we certainly were; we had 
great comebacks in set four. In set 
five, we tipped way too much. In a 
five set match, you need to swing 
to score and be the more aggressive 
team and I thought we played 
pretty safe again." 
Witt and Torre stood out once 
again, with 19 kills each in the 
night, leaving Torre with 48 kills on 
the weekend. 
Colclasure added another 22 
digs on this match, setting her 
weekend total at 48. Mangun 
finished the night with 15 digs, 
putting her at 35 for the weekend. 
Johnson said winning on the 
road is difficult, but it is frustrating 
no matter what to lose back-to-
back in five sets each. 
'We've got to get a lot tougher, 
because our opponents are going to 
be a lot tougher than us, especially 
on their home courts," Johnson 
said. ''I was disappointed in that, 
but overall, it was really good 
volleyball on both sides of the net. 
It was a fight the whole game; we 
were just slightly softer." 
The Cougars hit more than 
.200 in three of the sets in both 
matches and were able to cut back 
on errors, with 26 errors on Friday 
and 23 on Saturday: 
Johnson said this 
improvement is promising for the 
team. 
"Our error percentage was 
slightly better and that's what we 
needed," Johnson said. ''If it had 
been where it was [previous 
weekends], we probably would 
have lost in fewer sets, so that kept 
us in the match." 
The Cougars played on 
Wednesday night at Eastern Illinois 
University: The team returns home 
at 1 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 4, to play 
Tennessee State University: 
Caitlin Grove can be reached at 
cgrove@alesttelive.com or 
650-3527. 
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ALESTLE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE! 
Place your classified ad at a 
time convenient for you using 
our easy and secure 
online intertace at: 
alestlelive.com/classifieds 
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES: 
10-word minimum for all ads. 
20 cents a word 1-2 insertions, per insertion 
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per insertion 
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion 
Print Extras: 
All bold, additional $5 
Web Extras Vary 
Please schedule your ad carefully 
as we cannot offer refunds. 
Corrections must be noted on the first 
day the ad appears in the newspaper. 
Deadlines: 
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue 
or noon Monday for Thursday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC2022 
8 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday 
HELP WANTED 
Part-Time Outdoor worker, Landscape 
Company. Heavy Lifting required. 
Call 618-650-1712 
Jimmy Johns is hiring sandwich 
makers, delivery drivers and order takers 
for new store opening soon in Glen 
Carbon. Apply at the Edwardsville location. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
FREE Bibles And More! 
www.sowersseed.org 
FOR RENT 
2 Bedroom Townhomes 
2BR, 1.5BA $833/month; W/D hook-up, 
microwave, dishwasher, oven/range, 
refrigerator. Select units free basic 
cable. Pet-friendly. 
Cherry Hills Properties 618.692.9310 
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good understanding of pubUoation dtstin 
knowledge of desktop publishing 
understanding/experience of ~d&~i 
ermtLot ef uiiti photoshop. illustrator: able 
to use social networking to pro mote 
online content. basic newsjudJnmt 
journalism skills preferred video 
editing experience and/or knowledge preferred. 
Appl~ at: MoRRJS Univ. CenteK Rm. ZOU 
OR call bli-650-3591 
The Fall 2014 issue of the 
SIUE Annual Security & Fire Safety Report 
is no-w available on-line at: 
• ? 
http://www.siue.edu/securityreport 
The report contains campus safety and security information and crime statistics for calendar years 2011, 2012 and 2013; as well as fire prevention 
and safety information and fire statistics for 2011, 2012 and 2013. 
. 
This report is published in compliance with the Federal Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act of 1990, now known as the: 
Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act 
And the Higher Education Opportunity Act also known as the: 
Campus Fire Safety Right to Know 
The report is also available for review at the Lovejoy Library Circulation Desk on the Edwardsville Campus; the Biomedical Library Circulation Desk 
on the Alton Campus; the SIUE Satellite Police Station at the East St. Louis Higher Education Center; the SIU Medical Library at the SIUE Springfield 
School of Nursing and the Morris Library Circulation Desk on the Southern Illinois University Carbondale campus. 
For those without computer access, a paper copy may be obtained upon request to: 
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Administration 
Rendleman Hall, Room 2228, Campus Box 1158 
618.650.2536 
(24-hour Notice Required) 
